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Letter of Recommendation
To whom it may concern:
I am pleased to recommend the services of A.C. Paving Company (AC) for any type of projects
involving demolition, paving, and the coordination of any other sub contract work associated
with job. In 2011, AC was able to perform a demolition job which demanded an extreme
amount of flexibility as the project grew in scope from a fairly minor repair job to a full-fledged
major capitalized property improvement.
Under AC's direction, sub contractors were coordinated and directed as well as duel coordination
with the City Works, City Water, and County Fire Departments. Permits were pulled and
inspections by the proper agencies were coordinated and completed throughout the project..
Because this also turned into an insurance claim, direction from the insurance company was
followed and documentation to the Insurance Adjustor was provided. The project was completed
in a timely matter.
Throughout the project, AC offered options to completing certain regulatory agency
requirements to more than just meeting the minimal standards. Several of these options were
selected which more than satisfied and actually gave these agencies great confidence and trust in
AC's care and management of the project.
Special care was taken throughout the project to protect as much of the existing landscaping and
property fencing and structures. I observed a strong concern for safety of both its employees, our
employees and to anyone that stepped onto our premises. Special safety measures were
employed at all times thus minimizing the risk of accident or injury.
Please feel free to contact me at any time to discuss the attributes of AC Paving. I feel confident
in their ability to meet and exceed your expectations.
Sincerely,
Tom Blaylock
Director of Operations
United Exchange Corporation
(562)977-4517
tom@ueccorp.com
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